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Summary
This article provides several tips that will help you improve the performance of add-on programs developed
using the UI API of SAP Business One SDK.
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Events Filtering
By default, add-ons connected to the UI API get all the events triggered by the SAP Business One
application when the corresponding event handlers have been defined. Usually, most of these events are not
necessary for your add-on program. In addition, handling all of them has a significant negative impact on the
performance of your add-on program.
To improve your add-on performance, we recommend using the EventFilters object to filter out events
(i.e. Item and Menu events) that are not handled by the add-on program.
Please note though that concrete performance improvements will depend on the implementation of the AddOn as well – so there’s no general rule that allows calculating the improvement when e.g. half of the
available event types would be filtered. It may happen that the time it takes until a certain action is cut down
to a quarter; obviously it may not improve the performance much when the events that are not included in the
filter won’t occur anyway…
For more information, see the 08.EventsFilter UI API sample provided together with the SDK and the
eLearning chapter about events.
It is possible to change the event filters “on the fly” – and e.g. to declare that you don’t want to receive any
event by setting an empty EventFilters object temporarily – e.g. while you are applying major changes –
and later restore the previous state. This is especially helpful when working with B1 system forms – please
check carefully that your add-on doesn’t need any events it would receive otherwise!

User Defined Forms creation
Creating or updating forms dynamically in run time is very costly to the performance of your add-on program.
To improve performance, we recommend that you create your forms by using xml format.
To create the XML file representing your form you have 3 options:
1. Use the Screen Painter to design your forms.
2. Initially create a form by using UI API objects (Form, Item,…) in your code and then call the
Form.GetAsXML method to get the resource file representing your form in XML format. After that
load your form always with XML methods.
3. Directly work with XML editors, not recommended. Please be careful with this option since you could
create invalid XML files – and it may be quite difficult to find the issue(s).
Once you have an XML file, you can update or load the form from the resource file by using one of the
following methods proposed by the UI API in your add-on:
 XmlData property of the FormCreationParams object. Recommended to be used to load
forms.
For more information, see eLearning presentation about forms.
 LoadBatchActions method of the Application object. Must be used to update forms.
For more information, see 04.WorkingWithXML sample provided together with the SDK.

Forms freezing
When you make visual changes to a form such as entering information in items, adding items, adding rows to
a matrix,… we recommend freezing the form by calling the Form.Freeze(True) method. After you made
all the changes you want, release the form by calling the Form.Freeze(False).
Please note that freezing the form will not keep UI API from sending events to add-ons.
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UI API objects management optimization
Each UI API action (e.g. setting a property for a particular item) will cause an inter-process call between your
add-on and the B1 application, that’s why you should reduce calls to UI API to the absolutely required
minimum.
The first step to reduce the number of calls is to use XML in all actions where the XML format is accepted:
Menus and Forms actually, cf. section User Defined Forms creation.
A second step is to try to keep variables for references you have to reuse several times in the same method
(Form, Items,...). For example while working with matrixes you will for example fill different lines for the
same column; in this case you could keep the cells of each column
(oMatrix.Columns.Item(“A”).Cells) and reuse it for all rows.

Use DataSources
Updating and getting values of form items is more efficient when you access them via their bound
DataSource object (available object types are: UserDataSource, DBDataSource or DataTable) instead
of directly accessing the item Value property. This is especially true for matrixes containing many items, but
should be applied in general.
Please note that on B1 system forms the values in the datasources cannot be changed!!!
UserDataSources: Use the Value property of the UserDataSource bound to an Item or a Column in a
Matrix to set/get the values.
DBDataSources: Use the SetValue and GetValue methods of the DBDataSource bound to an Item or
a Column. Applies to DataTable as well.

For the matrixes the FlushToDataSource and LoadFromDataSource methods synchronize all data
between the matrix and the DataSources. The same mechanism can be used line by line with
GetLineData(row) and SetLineData(row).
o

To update matrix data, when working with UserDataSources, perform the following recursively on the
matrix lines:
GetLineData(Row)
UserDataSource.Value = Value
SetLineData(Row)
DataTables: Information of DataTable is always the same we can see in the Grid, there is no need
to use any method to synchronize between the Grid and its DataTable. To set/get the values we can
use the GetValue and SetValue methods.
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o

To update CheckBox, OptionButton, and Folder items, use the ValOn/ValOff properties of their
bound UserDataSource.
UserDataSouce.Value = Item.Specific.ValOn/ValOff
When working with valid values and Grids/DataTables – you have to specify the valid values for the
corresponding column in the Grid object(s) the DataTable is attached to.

For more information, see the MatrixAndDataSource Sample in SDK samples and also the eLearning about
DataBinding.

Use the EventLogger tool
In the design phase of your add-on and before deciding which events you will capture to launch some
actions in your add-ons we recommend you to use the EventLogger tool. This tool gives you the events fired
by B1 after some user actions, you can then decide the ones you need taking preferentially the events that
are fired not too often.
Use the .NETProfiler tool
In order to identify the calls that are expending more time and optimize your code we recommend you to use
the .NET Profiler tool, this tool is provided inside the SAP Business One Test Environment tools package
given as a free source code here in SDN.
Just read the detailed article Add-ons performance analysis using .NET Profiler tool.
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Related Content
The following documents list can help you on different points of the UI API usage:
•

UI API Handling Grid Type Data with SDK

•

Working With Data Sources in the SAP Business One UI API

•

Loading XML elements to System Forms

•

eLearning material
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